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Abstract
Optimization process in treatment planning for intensity-modulated radiation
therapy varies with the treatment planner.Therefore,a large variation in the qual-
ity of dose distribution is usually observed. To reduce variation, an automatic
optimizing toolkit was developed for the Monaco treatment planning system
(Elekta AB,Stockholm,Sweden) for prostate cancer using volumetric-modulated
arc therapy (VMAT).This toolkit was able to create plans automatically.However,
most plans needed two arcs per treatment to ensure the dose coverage for tar-
gets. For prostate cancer, providing a plan with a single arc was advisable in
clinical practice because intrafraction motion management must be considered
to irradiate accurately. The purpose of this work was to develop an automatic
treatment planning system with a single arc per treatment for prostate cancer
using VMAT. We designed the new algorithm for the automatic treatment plan-
ning system to use one arc per treatment for prostate cancer in Monaco. We
constructed the system in two main steps: (1) Determine suitable cost function
parameters for each case before optimization, and (2) repeat the calculation
and optimization until the conditions for dose indices are fulfilled. To evaluate
clinical suitability, the plan quality between manual planning and the automatic
planning system was compared. Our system created the plans automatically in
all patients within a few iterations.Statistical differences between the plans were
not observed for the target and organ at risk. It created the plans with no human
input other than the initial template setting and system initiation. This system
offers improved efficiency in running the treatment planning system and human
resources while ensuring high-quality outputs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and
volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) are now stan-
dard techniques for radiation therapy in clinical practice.
Inverse treatment planning for these techniques involves
the optimization of an intensity map and leaf sequences.
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The treatment planner needs to set parameters and opti-
mize several times until clinically acceptable plans are
obtained.The parameter settings and the number of iter-
ations vary with the treatment planner.Therefore,a large
variety of dose distributions exist despite these doses
staying within the goal.1–4 Moreover, treatment plan-
ning is labor-intensive work. The optimization process
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undergoes trial and error because the relationship
between most of the parameters and the dose distribu-
tion is unclear.

In recent years, an automatic mode in the treat-
ment planning system (TPS) has been implemented.
This automation reduces interplanner variation and TPS
operating time.5–7 The Monaco TPS version 5.1.0.4
(Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) has not been imple-
mented as an automatic planning system. Therefore,
Ayala et al.8 developed an automatic optimizing toolkit
named Pymonaco. Pymonaco was written in the Python
language and open-accessible to the public. This toolkit
can automatically adjust parameters such as the degree
of fluence smoothing or the maximum number of arcs
per treatment based on the information in a text file
with the extension “.hyp.” This file contains optimiza-
tion settings and results, such as cost function, “shrink
margin,” weight, and “isoconstraint” for each cost func-
tion, and “isoeffect.” A “shrink margin” creates a contour
smaller than the original volume by a specified distance
in order to deal with abutting structures or structures,
which are close to each other. An “isoconstraint” is the
objective value for each cost function. An “isoeffect” is
the value corresponding to the isoconstraint in the cur-
rent dose distribution. Ayala et al.8 implemented their
auto flowchart for prostate cancer using VMAT. They
started the calculation for dose distribution with an ini-
tial template using a single arc per treatment. If the dose
coverage for the planning target volume (PTV) is not
satisfied by the threshold value, Pymonaco recalculated
using two arcs and set the fluence smoothing level to be
relaxed.

Ayala et al.8 chose the maximum number of arcs
first to improve dose distribution and reported that
most treatment plans were created with two arcs
per treatment. Two arcs can certainly generate a
more complex dose distribution than a single arc
can.9 On the other hand, the displacement of the
prostate increased with elapsed time after image-
guided positioning, and motion during treatment pro-
duced several patterns from individual patients or
daily treatment.10–12 Therefore, short radiation deliv-
ery time and the initiation of treatment delivery as
soon as possible following image-guided positioning are
important.

Thus, the ability of the planner to provide a sat-
isfactory plan in clinical practice with a single arc
per treatment for prostate cancer is important. How-
ever, no auto flowchart using a single arc for prostate
cancer using VMAT for Monaco exists. The present
work attempted to address this gap with the devel-
opment of an automatic TPS with a single arc per
treatment using VMAT for prostate cancer and evalu-
ate the clinical suitability of this system for treatment
planning.

TABLE 1 List of the main stable parameters and settings

Beam setup and geometry

Energy 6 MV

Collimator angle 10◦

Arc increment 35◦

Optimization parameters

Max number of arcs 1

Max number of control points per arc 160

Minimum segment width 0.80 cm

Fluence smoothing High

Beamlet width 0.20 cm

Target margin Narrow (3–4 mm)

Dose calculation settings

Grid size 2 mm

Dose deposition media Medium

Statistical uncertainty 0.3% (per calculation)

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Patient selection

Twenty prostate patients treated in our institution were
selected randomly for the retrospective study with
approval from the institutional review board.

2.2 Treatment planning system

We calculated all plans using Monaco version 5.1.0.4
based on our clinical dose constraint. The dose plans
were calculated using the X-ray Voxelized Monte Carlo
algorithm with a dose grid resolution of 2 mm.The plans
were made using a model for a Varian Novalis-Tx linear
accelerator (Varian Medical Systems, Inc.,Palo Alto,CA,
USA) for 6 MV photons. Within Monaco, the user must
select the planning template for creating new plans.
The template contains the information required in the
planning process as follows: beam setup and geometry
(beam model, energy, gantry angle, collimator angle,
number of beams, arc increment, etc.), prescription
parameters (prescription dose, number of fractions,
etc.), optimization parameters (cost function settings,
beamlet width, maximum number of control points per
arc, minimum segment width, fluence smoothing, etc.),
and dose calculation settings (grid size, dose deposition
media, statistical uncertainty, etc.). The main stable
parameters and settings are shown in Table 1. For
inverse planning, Monaco has two optimization modes:
constrained and pareto.13 In this study, we selected
the constrained mode, which prioritizes constraints on
organ at risk (OAR) than target coverage. All plans were
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TABLE 2 List of cost function settings in the initial template

Structure name Cost function
Weight
adjust Weight Threshold Isoconstraint Additional settings

Urethra Target EUD Manual 15 7840 cGy Cell sensitivity: 0.90

Maximum dose Manual 30 8050 cGy

CTV Underdose DVH Manual 100 7810 cGy 99% Optimize over all voxels
in volume: yes

Target penalty Manual 100 7800 cGy Minimum Volume: 99%

Optimize over all voxels
in volume: yes

PTV1 Underdose DVH Manual 100 7800 cGy 99%

Target penalty Manual 100 7800 cGy Minimum volume: 96%

PTV2 Underdose DVH Manual 100 7200 cGy 95%

Target penalty Manual 100 7200 cGy Minimum volume: 96%

Quadratic overdose Auto 7810 cGy 9 cGy

Overdose DVH Auto 7400 cGy 60%

zRectum Serial Auto 800 cGy Power law exponent: 20

Quadratic overdose Auto 7000 cGy 9 cGy

Quadratic overdose Auto 2340 cGy 20 cGy

Bladder Serial Manual 20 5000 cGy Power law exponent: 1

Shrink margin: 1 cm

Serial Manual 20 5000 cGy Power law exponent: 15

Shrink margin: 2 cm

Femoral heads Maximum dose Manual 20 5000 cGy

Patient Quadratic overdose Auto 7800 cGy 2 cGy Shrink margin: 0.1 cm

Maximum dose Manual 4 7980 cGy Optimize over all voxels
in volume: Yes

EUD, equivalent uniform dose; DVH, dose volume histogram; CTV, clinical target volume; PTV1, area of the planned target volume (PTV) minus the rectum; PTV2, area
of the overlap of the rectum with the PTV; zRectum, adding 5 mm margins to the rectum in the posterior direction and the subtract volume was created by adding a
3 mm margin to the PTV.

created using the same initial template to start optimiza-
tion with a single-arc VMAT technique and adjusted
only the cost function settings indicated in Table 2 in
manual planning and the automatic planning system.

2.3 Prescription and structure
contouring

The clinical target volume (CTV) was contoured by the
radiological oncologist. The PTV was created by adding
8 mm margins to the CTV in all directions, except in the
posterior direction, where a 5 mm margin was added
to the CTV. PTV1 was the area of the PTV minus the
rectum, and PTV2 was the area of overlap of the rec-
tum with the PTV. The prescription protocol was that
95% of the volume was received in 39 treatment frac-
tions as 78 and 72 Gy for PTV1 and PTV2, respectively.
All plans were normalized such that 95% of the PTV1
received the prescription dose. In addition to the target,
the OAR was delineated as the rectum, bladder, ure-

thra, and femoral heads. To control dose distribution, a
dummy volume named zRectum was created by adding
5 mm margins to the rectum in the posterior direction,
and the subtract volume was created by adding a 3 mm
margin to the PTV1.

2.4 Automatic treatment planning
system

The automatic TPS was implemented using Python ver-
sion 3.6.8. Additional Python modules Pywinauto14 ver-
sion 0.6.6 and PyInstaller15 version 3.4 were used in our
system. Pywinauto is a Python module for automating
the Microsoft Windows graphical user interface. It allows
the user to send mouse and keyboard actions to Win-
dows dialogs and controls. PyInstaller is a Python mod-
ule for bundling a Python application and all its depen-
dencies into a single package. The user can run the
packaged application without installing a Python inter-
preter or any modules.
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F IGURE 1 Flowchart of the automatic treatment planning system

An executable package file of the automatic plan-
ning system was created with PyInstaller and installed
on the desktop in Monaco. This package file contained
all Python applications required to execute the auto-
matic planning system. Moreover, the system enabled
the planner or task scheduler to set it to automatically
perform at a chosen time on the Windows system.

We constructed the system in two main steps, as
illustrated in the flowchart in Figure 1. The planner
started the automatic treatment planning system after
the “preparation”process (see the next section).The first
step is performed to determine suitable isoconstraint
values for zRectum and bladder. The second step iter-

ated parameter adjustments to fulfill all conditions. The
preparation and algorithms of these steps are described
in detail in the sections that follow.

2.4.1 Preparation

Before starting the automatic planning system, the
planner needs to create the dummy volume and
set the plan template. In our institution, treatment
plans were created by the medical physicist, after
which the radiological oncologist contoured the target
and OAR. For safety, this automatic planning system
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cannot be used without validating the contours before
planning.

2.4.2 First step

Before iterating optimization and adjusting parameters,
the first step is to determine the suitable cost func-
tion parameters for zRectum and the bladder for each
patient. Fluence optimization was halted deliberately
by setting too low the isoconstraint serial function val-
ues for the zRectum structure in the plan template.
Monaco stops the optimization immediately and then
detects the unattainable goal. This isoconstraint value
was updated to the value of the isoeffect decreased by
10%. Fluence optimization was started again. When flu-
ence optimization had finished, the isoconstraint value
was updated again to the isoeffect value. At the same
time, the isoconstraints of two serial functions for the
bladder were updated to the isoeffect value decreased
by 40%.

2.4.3 Second step

Dose distribution was calculated using the parameters
set in the first step. The system iterated the optimiza-
tion and adjusted the parameters to derive an accept-
able plan that generated dose indices that fulfilled the
following four conditions:

1. PTV1 : 93% ≤ V78Gy ≤ 97%

2. Patient (body) : D2% ≤ 81.7 Gy

3. PTV2 : 93% ≤ V72Gy ≤ 97%

4. Urethra : D1% ≤ 81 Gy

where VxGy indicates the percentage volume of the
contour received x Gy and Dy% indicates that y% of the
volume of the contour received that dose or more. The
system exported a dose volume histogram (DVH) from
Monaco to evaluate dose indices after the calculation
for dose distribution. If the plan did not fulfill each condi-
tion, optimization parameters were adjusted in subrou-
tines I, II, III, and IV. Only the condition for the patient
(Condition No. 2) was checked after achieving an ade-
quate dose coverage for PTV1 (Condition No. 1). Fig-
ure 2 shows the flowchart for subroutines I, II, III, and
IV. In subroutines I and II, the weight of the target dose
objectives was increased until the upper limit of 500 or
1000 was reached to achieve adequate dose coverage.
If dose coverage was not achieved at the upper limit
of the weight, optimization parameters such as weight,
isoconstraint, and shrink margin for OAR were adjusted
to loosen the direction. The shrink margin is a geomet-
ric parameter of the cost function for OAR in Monaco.

It allows user-controlled dose gradients without addi-
tional structures by specifying shrink distances from tar-
gets when OAR overlaps with the target. On the other
hand, subroutines II and IV were simple algorithms that
increased the weight of the maximum dose for each
structure to decrease the hotspot.

2.5 Plan comparison and statistical
analysis

The plan quality between manual planning and auto-
matic planning was compared using the heterogeneity
index (HI)12 and conformity index (CI)16,17 for PTV1 as
follows:

HI = D1%∕D95%, CI = TVPD
2
∕ (TV × VPD) , (1)

where TVPD is the target volume covered by the pre-
scribed dose, TV is the target volume, and VPD is the
volume enclosed by the prescribed isodose surface.Fur-
thermore,we obtained monitor units (MU) and the result-
ing dose indices for the PTV1 (D2% and D98%), PTV2
(D95%), rectum (V70Gy,V65Gy,and V40Gy),bladder (V70Gy,
V65Gy,and V40Gy),urethra (D2%),and each femoral head
(D1cc). Further statistical analysis was performed with
a paired t-test. The p value was calculated with Scipy
version 1.2.1,18 and graphical representations were per-
formed with Matplotlib version 3.0.319 modules. A p
value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3 RESULTS

The automatic planning system created plans to ful-
fill all four conditions for all patients. Figure 3 shows
a histogram of the number of iterations until all four
conditions were fulfilled by the automatic planning sys-
tem. The median was three iterations, and almost all
plans were created within nine iterations, except one. In
this case, the system iterated the parameter adjustment
many times to fulfill the condition for urethra. Figure 4
shows a boxplot of the MU. The MU were 643.1 ± 64.4
and 623.2 ± 39.4 for manual planning and the automatic
planning system, respectively (p = 0.166).

3.1 Planning target volume

All plans were normalized such that 95% of the PTV1
received the prescription dose of 78 Gy. Figure 5 shows
the boxplots of the HI and CI.The HI were 1.043 ± 0.004
and 1.044 ± 0.003 for manual planning and the auto-
matic planning system, respectively (p = 0.516). The CI
were 0.890 ± 0.013 and 0.892 ± 0.011 for manual plan-
ning and the automatic planning system, respectively
(p = 0.312). Figure 6 shows the boxplot of the DVH
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F IGURE 2 Flowchart of (a) subroutine I, (b) subroutine II, (c) subroutine III, and (d) subroutine IV in the second step of the automatic
treatment planning system. MD, maximum dose; DVH, dose volume histogram; UD, underdose DVH; TP, target penalty; SE, serial; QOD234,
quadratic overdose set weight on 2340 cGy; QOD70, quadratic overdose set weight on 7000 cGy; ICR, isoconstraint; SM, shrink margin; ODDVH,
overdose DVH

indices for PTV. No significant difference was observed
between manual planning and the automatic planning
system. At PTV1, Dmedian was slightly higher using the
automatic planning system, but the difference was not
statistically significant (p = 0.076). The automatic plan-
ning system created the prescription dose of 72 Gy for
PTV2 with a normalization dose for PTV1.

3.2 Organ at risk

Figure 7 shows the boxplot of the DVH indices for
the rectum, bladder, urethra, and femoral heads. Simi-

larly, with PTV, no significant difference was observed
between manual planning and the automatic planning
system in OAR. For the right femoral head, D1cc was
slightly higher using the automatic planning system, but
the difference was not statistically significant (p= 0.074).

4 DISCUSSION

A large variation in dose distribution quality has been
reported with IMRT.1–3 This quality depends not on
the certification,education demographics,experience,or
confidence level of the planners but on their knowledge
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F IGURE 3 Histogram of the number of iterations until all four
conditions are fulfilled by the automatic treatment planning system

F IGURE 4 The box and whisker plots of the monitor unit for
manual planning and the automatic treatment planning system. The
p values of the paired t-test between manual planning and the
automatic treatment planning system are shown in each figure

of adequate techniques.4 The automatic planning sys-
tem has the advantage of creating plans independent of
the treatment planner’s knowledge of the optimal tech-
niques. Moreover, treatment planning with IMRT has a
very large solution space. Therefore, it is labor-intensive
work for the planner. Automating the planning pro-
cess additionally reduces the amount of time spent on
planning.

Our system created the plans automatically for all
patients with prostate cancer using a single arc. It indi-
cated that original functions, such as deciding the suit-
able parameters for each patient in first step and adjust-
ing parameters based on information from DVH were
performed well. Constraints for OAR were set strictly
to be achieved in the initial template and adjusted to
loosen the direction to fulfill the four conditions. Plans
were created after a few tries for most of the patients.
Therefore, the parameters in the initial template and
parameter adjustments by our algorithm were adequate.

However, for one patient, the first plan calculated from
the initial template fulfilled all four conditions without iter-
ating parameter adjustments. In that case,dose distribu-
tion could be possibly improved by implementing addi-
tional algorithms,such as adjusting parameters for OAR,
to tighten the direction. Additionally to that case, for one
patient, the system iterated parameter adjustment many
times to fulfill one condition because the parameter was
adjusted step by step in our system. To fulfill the condi-
tions in few trials, the system should implement an algo-
rithm that decides the amount of adjustment for the ure-
thra after few trials based on the relation between dose
indices and the amount of adjustment.

If our algorithm cannot achieve all four conditions,
adjusting the number of arcs is the next option to
improve the dose distribution. Because treatment time
increases significantly with the number of arcs, it is not
a suitable parameter for treatment sites that should be
considered in intrafraction motion, such as the prostate.
Only three parameters were used in our system,namely,
isoconstraint, weight, and shrink margin. Other param-
eters for improving the dose distribution in a text file
with the extension “.hyp” include the number of control
points, minimum segment width, beamlet width, and flu-
ence smoothing. To improve the dose distribution, the
planner should try adjusting these parameters first. If
that does not work, the planner should discuss increas-
ing the number of arcs with the radiological oncologist.

In previous reports, the automatic planning system
could further reduce the dose for OAR and/or deliver
a homogeneous dose to the target than manual plan-
ning could.5–8,20 In the present work, dose distributions
created by the automatic TPS had the same quality as
manual planning performed by an experienced plan-
ner. Because dose distribution has a large variation in
quality independent of the planner and the develop-
ment of treatment planning skills is continually ongo-
ing within any institution, comparing the dose distribu-
tion between manual planning and the automatic plan-
ning system is inherently difficult, given the possibility
that results might vary from one institution to another.
Indeed, the automatic planning system has the potential
to create better plans. Therefore, the algorithm needs
to be improved continuously. Moreover, this algorithm
was developed only for prostate. In future investiga-
tions, new generalized algorithms, such as that iden-
tify whether a cost function belongs to the target or
OAR, adjust parameters adequately for the target and
OAR, and set conditions for planning a goal, are needed
to deal with another treatment sites. Additionally, most
important thing is that expert planners are needed to
develop these algorithms quickly because the planner
should make suitable choices from numerous param-
eters and adjust that, and understanding the relation-
ship between parameters and dose indices is difficult
for beginner treatment planning.
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F IGURE 5 The box and whisker plots of (a) the heterogeneity index and (b) conformity index for manual planning and the automatic
treatment planning system. The p values of the paired t-test between manual planning and the automatic treatment planning system are shown
in each figure

F IGURE 6 The box and whisker plots of (a) PTV1 D2%, (b) PTV1 D98%, (c) PTV1 Dmedian, and (d) PTV2 D95% for manual planning and the
automatic treatment planning system. The p values of the paired t-test between manual planning and the automatic treatment planning system
are shown in each figure

In addition to the plan quality of each patient, the
smaller variations were observed in HI and dose indices
for PTV in automated plans. As in the previous report,5

the automatic planning system might create more
consistent plan quality without interplanner variability.
Moreover, our system stored all plans until fulfilled
conditions, the planner can understand the relationship
between each parameter and dose indices. These fea-
tures have an advantage especially for planners who

have never used Monaco. However, the planner can
simultaneously create acceptable plans without under-
standing the treatment planning. Even if the treatment
planning system implements an automatic planning
system, all planners should continuously develop their
treatment planning skills.

Finally, our algorithm created the plans with no
human input other than setting the initial template
and initiating the automatic planning system. Thus,
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F IGURE 7 The box and whisker plots of (a) rectum V70Gy, (b) rectum V65Gy, (c) rectum V40Gy, (d) bladder V70Gy, (e) bladder V65Gy, (f)
bladder V45Gy, (g) femoral head left D1cc, (h) femoral head right D1cc, and (i) urethra D2% for manual planning and the automatic treatment
planning system. The p values of the paired t-test between manual planning and the automatic treatment planning system are shown in each
figure

our algorithm improved the efficiency of using the
TPS and human resources while ensuring high-quality
outputs.

5 CONCLUSION

We demonstrated a new algorithm that used one arc
per treatment for prostate in the Monaco TPS. This
algorithm created plans that showed the same quality
as that of manual planning within a few iterations of
optimization. It reduced variation in the quality of dose
distribution and streamlined the treatment planning
process while ensuring high-quality outputs. Future
investigations should include a new algorithm that cre-

ates better plans in less repeat times for all treatment
sites.
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